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The Manor Family: Australia’s
oldest urban commune

BILL METCALF

Introduction

Australia has a long and colourful history of communal experimentation with our
first commune, Herrnhut, established in 1852-53 (and closing in 1889), while

New Norcia, established as a communal group in 1859, is Australia’s longest-lasting
communal group. However, other than William Lane’s New Australia experiment of
1893-1905, this movement had been under-researched and under-reported until the
establishment of the Encyclopedia of Australian Utopian Communalism project by
the author.1 This paper is one of the results of that nationwide, decades-long project.

This article looks at Australia’s oldest urban commune, ‘The Manor’ or ‘The
Manor Family’ as members prefer to be known, on Sydney Harbour’s foreshore.
This intentional community,2 composed of Esoteric School members of the
Theosophical Society, started in 1922. This paper is based on a wide range of
archival research, reading secondary accounts, conducting numerous interviews
with current and previous members, and site inspections.3

Theosophy in Australia 

Jill Roe, in her seminal study of theosophy in Australia, asserts that ‘as a mode of
religious thought theosophy has a long history, dating back to the third century BC’,
although its current form developed in the 1870s.4 Modern theosophy’s founder was
Helena Petrovna Blavatsky, in close association with Henry Steel Olcott and
William Quan Judge, coming together at a famous meeting in New York in 1875. 

Gilbert Elliot, of Melbourne, joining in 1879, was the first Australian
theosophist. Within a decade, several informal theosophical discussion groups
formed in Australia, but not until 1891 was there any formal organisation here.
Annie Besant, probably theosophy’s greatest promoter, toured Australia in 1894 and
this obscure fringe group leapt to importance and soon caught the attention of such
prominent Australians as Alfred Deakin.5

In early 20th century Sydney, Thomas Martyn led a large and active
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theosophical group, and they were given a boost in 1914 when Charles Webster
Leadbeater, Annie Besant’s close confidant, arrived, after which membership
increased dramatically.6 Leadbeater, born in 1854 in Stockport, UK, grew up there
and in Brazil, and became an Anglican priest.7 He developed an interest in
spiritualism, Buddhism and theosophy, before encountering Madame Blavatsky in
1884, after which he dropped everything to devote his life to her and her teachings.
He quickly rose through the Theosophical Society ranks and, after Blavatsky’s death
in 1891, became one of theosophy’s best-known and most powerful leaders. He
wrote widely and his works sold well. He came to Australia on a lecture tour in
1905, then returned to live here in 1914.8

Leadbeater’s larger-than-life persona made him popular and famous, while
rumours of his unsavoury past and ‘nasty habits’ added to both his fame and infamy.9

One young woman recalled her first sight of Leadbeater ‘prancing … like a great
lion … in a long purple cloak, holding on to the arm of a very good-looking blond
boy of about fifteen’.10 She also recalled his ‘merriest of twinkling eyes’ with an ‘air
of sparkling health’ and being ‘so like my early conception of God’.11 Her sister
described Leadbeater as resembling George Bernard Shaw ‘if one can imagine Shaw
in purple cassock with huge gold cross over it and amethyst ring on finger for
blessing’.12 All agreed that he was charismatic.

Bakewell’s Mansion or Folly

In 1884, William Bakewell (1850-1917) and his brothers created Bakewell
Brothers Brick and Pottery Works, a large and prosperous business in Sydney.13 In
1904, William and his wife, Caroline, began building a mansion on six blocks of
land they had acquired in Clifton Gardens, now known as Mosman, fronting Sydney
Harbour.14 Bakewell had a naively utopian dream of living there as grand patriarch,
with his nine children and many grandchildren, so he designed the house with a
dozen principal bedrooms, most with sitting rooms, overlooking the harbour. When
the extended Bakewell family moved in to this ‘very fine mansion’, having cost
about £36,000 to build, they reputedly had 17 servants.15 Bakewell wanted his home
to be known as The Manor, or Bakewell’s Mansion.16

After the wealthy William Bakewell died at home in February 1917, his family,
who were reputedly unhappy to be living too closely together, moved out and tried
to sell the house.17 Probate of Bakewell’s estate showed assets of well over
£100,000, but they could not find a buyer willing to pay anything like the cost of
building Bakewell’s Mansion, which now became known as ‘Bakewell’s Folly’.18

In 1919, Dr Richard Arthur MLA proposed this house become the Sydney
residence for Australia’s governor-general but this was rejected because of estimates
it would cost £30,000 to buy, £20,000 to refit and renovate, and £10,000 to furnish.19

In the following year, the Mercantile Marine Service Association looked into buying
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the house to establish ‘Jellicoe Hostel’, but again this fell through.20 A final attempt
to sell the house was made in 1922 but even after extensive promotion the property
was passed in with a top bid of £10,000 being far short of what the Bakewell estate
expected.21

Formation of the commune 

After World War I, groups of Sydney theosophists toyed with the idea of
establishing a housing compound, or large communal house, to concentrate and
support their efforts while segregating themselves from outside temptations.22 In
1922, a group of these theosophists led by Lucius van Gelder and Dr Johannes van
der Leeuw actively set out to acquire a large house so that members could live as a
commune, thereby saving money while making it easier to live comfortably and be
better able to follow theosophical principles.23 After several false starts, they located
Bakewell’s Folly, on the sparsely-settled and somewhat isolated Iluka Road, Clifton
Gardens, and acquired it on a short-term lease since the Bakewell estate was still
hoping to sell the property. Lucius van Gelder, Johannes van der Leeuw, Walter
Hassell and Heli Labberton moved in, soon to be joined by other theosophists
including, most importantly, ‘Bishop’ Charles Leadbeater.24

On 22 July 1916, Charles Leadbeater had been ordained a Bishop of the ‘Old
Catholic Church’, of dubious lineage, later called the ‘Liberal Catholic Church’ by
James Wedgewood, a senior British theosophist. The Liberal Catholic Church was
formed in 1918 and persists today throughout Australia.25

Because of Leadbeater’s charisma, fame and perhaps infamy, the house soon
had 36 communards and they quickly established social and financial rules and
norms for communal living.26 Members sought to promote their personal and
spiritual development, as well as theosophy’s image, through offering well-
publicised artistic and cultural pursuits, and they were soon in newspaper social
pages with items such as ‘a delightful garden party’ being held to celebrate Annie
Besant’s birthday.27

Not all ran smoothly, however, with many Theosophical Society members, such
as long-term leaders Thomas Martyn and John Prentice, being sceptical about
Leadbeater’s and Wedgewood’s development of the Liberal Catholic Church, and of
the moral probity of Leadbeater living with so many young people.28 But, far from
deterring new members, more wanted to join the commune and membership grew.

By 1924, the 30 or more communards, each contributing a weekly amount
(depending on income) for room and board, were describing themselves as ‘a
family’,29 and members were actively engaged in a wide range of social welfare and
‘moral uplift’ projects. The Manor became a hive of activity including fetes for local
schools, elaborately dressed young women performing elaborate ‘fairy dances’ in
the grounds, and offering ‘Little Citizens’ Kindergarten’.30



Bishop Leadbeater woke
everyone at 6am with a yell (or
roar), but then enforced silence in
the dining room.31 Being
‘hierarchically governed’ by the
theocratic Leadbeater, members
felt destined to be ‘the greatest
Spiritual Centre in the Southern
Hemisphere’.32 One observer
claimed that at this time ‘the
Manor … presided over by
Leadbeater, was recognised as
the greatest of occult forcing
houses’ in the world.33

Fearing that the house would
be sold out from under the
commune, members entered
negotiations with the
increasingly desperate Bakewell
estate, and in early 1925
purchased the house and land for
£14,000, less than 40 per cent of
what it had cost to build the
house, without the land. They
raised half this money from
member subscriptions with the
rest covered by mortgages. The
property, which they formally
called ‘The Manor’, was held by
a legal entity, The Manor Trust,

with Leadbeater in charge. This debt was paid off by 1936 using ‘generous
donations from members abroad’, and the house remains debt-free.34

Mid to late 1920s 

The commune became very popular and newsworthy, and was soon a crowded,
multicultural melange of up to 55 communards.35 Scandalous, cultish stories
increased, such as that most rooms were lined with copper to conserve magnetism.36

In fact, most rooms have pressed metal ceilings, as was common in homes of the
era, and several are lined with copper, but this dates from Bakewell’s time and had
nothing to do with occultism, as alleged.37
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‘Charisma, fame and perhaps infamy’: Charles
Webster Leadbeater, Bishop of the Old Catholic

Church, was a key leader of theosophy internationally
as well as in Australia, and a founder of The Manor
Family commune in 1922. (Image by Judith Fletcher,

from Theosophy in Australasia, vol 25, no 11, 1
February 1920, p 544.)
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A popular stage play, The Cat and the Canary, was based on The Manor being
haunted by malevolent spirits, and Australian newspapers proffered salacious gossip
about a divorce centred on The Manor – ‘an esoteric cult which, in recent years, has
been the subject of much speculation’ – where sexual indiscretions were said to be
common, and where Bishop Leadbeater was said to engage in ‘immoral practices’.38

Leadbeater also came under increased attack from within theosophical circles at
home and overseas, with allegations that his teachings were in direct conflict with
the basic principles laid down by Blavatsky, and that he was posing as a ‘saint’ while
creating his own cult-like following.39

Meanwhile, other Australian newspapers described in glowing terms the social
and artistic life of The Manor Family, a ‘utopian settlement’, and soon plans were
announced for a sister commune in Adelaide.40 Among other things, commune
members had the naively utopian goal of designing an ‘Ideal Australia’ based on a
‘cult of beauty’ where governance would be theocratic rather than democratic.41

At this time, the well-known painter, Ethel Carrick Fox, as well as the young
would-be actor, Peter Finch, both lived in the commune, an experience said to have
been significant in forming both their characters and their artistic abilities.42 Finch
later praised Bishop Leadbeater, who reminded him of Moses, against the ‘trumped-
up charges … used to vilify him’, and derided accusations of paedophilia by saying,
‘I was in his care and he never made a pass at me.’43 Mary Lutyens, who lived there
as a teenager, remembers him as ‘undoubtedly a great man’ with ‘genuine
clairvoyance which gave him his strange power’ and, like Peter Finch, she ‘saw no
sign of immorality’.44

Lady Emily Lutyens, daughter of Robert Bulwer-Lytton, Viceroy of India, and
wife of Sir Edwin Landseer Lutyens, the British architect who designed New Delhi,
joined The Manor Family in 1925 and wrote a detailed description of a home
‘designed for comfort and convenience’, with large rooms, wide corridors, broad
verandas, and plenty of windows overlooking the beautiful harbour, although her
own room, to be shared with her two daughters, was spartanly furnished with only
three ‘iron bedsteads’ plus a single set of drawers and a few pegs.45

Lady Lutyens was impressed by people of different ages and nationalities living
in ‘the spirit of harmony and friendliness’. This, she felt, was because Bishop
Leadbeater was their ‘centre and source of inspiration’, and doubted it would be
possible to promote such communal unity other than where ‘the Sacraments are
administered by an occultist’. She described how each day started with the Eucharist
then, in the evening was ‘re-consecrated by … the marvellous Benedictine Service’.
On Monday evenings they held household meetings either being addressed by
Leadbeater or reading from one of his books. ‘It is here that the spiritual life is being
intensified and called forth for the helping of the whole world.’46
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Bishop Leadbeater and followers at a picnic in 1926. In the back row the older people are, left
to right, Lady Emily Lutyens, Bishop Leadbeater, Bishop Houndsfield and Dr Mary Rocke.

(Source: Pedro Oliveira, The Theosophical Society in Australia, Sydney, and at
http://www.cwlworld.info/html/gallery.html.)

Altar boys serving at The Manor, c.1925. (Image by Judith Fletcher, from J. McFarlane,
Concerning the Spiritual, Australian Scholarly, Melbourne, 2012, between pages 82 and 83.)
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An American observer, Albert Warrington, described the commune as having ‘a
quiet, peaceful current of benevolent power’ which showed it to be ‘one of the
greatest esoteric centres’. Staying there, he felt ‘subtle changes’ coming over him
with ‘unperceived qualities coming to the surface – some to be deracinated, some to
be developed’. He suspected this happened because ‘one is bathed in a mighty well-
spring of subtle power flowing up from some unseen sources of divinely beneficent
purpose’.47

On the other hand, Mary Lutyens, one of the young communards, described The
Manor as a ‘huge and ugly villa’. She recalled the rigid social structure and sense of
adulation that Leadbeater commanded within this ‘mediocre community’ where
‘spiritual snobbery was rife’, and where she felt ‘shaken and stupefied by unseen,
unheard vibrations’.48 More positively, she also reported that Leadbeater would take
his young followers walking in the adjoining bushland where he ‘would comment
on everything he saw clairvoyantly around him such as the devas, or nature spirits
… who crowded around The Manor people because they did not smoke or drink or
eat meat and were “united by a real affection”.’49 She also recalled the communards
going to movies, concerts and even roller-skating.50

Another young resident wittily recalled waiting aimlessly for Leadbeater’s
channelled messages, the time enlivened by evenings in his room, where he would
‘embark on some spine-chilling tale’ and in the dark the glint of his yellow teeth
would give ‘an extra frisson to his absorbed audience … of some twenty or thirty
boys and girls of many nationalities’.51

Of course other extraordinary theosophists were then also part of The Manor
Family, including George and Rukmini Devi Arundale, who published a leading-
edge journal, Advance Australia, with contributors including Walter Burley Griffin.
George Arundale helped found radio station 2GB to broadcast from The Manor and,
after Annie Besant’s death, became theosophy’s international president. Enid
Lorimer, a well-known actress, dancer and drama critic, lived there and promoted
cultural enlightenment and artistic excellence. Dr Mary Rocke also lived there and
was central to raising money for, and building, an iconic amphitheatre to promote
beauty and culture. Historian Jill Roe later described how ‘The Manor, with
Leadbeater ensconced, became like a great factory … of occult promotions’.52

Of this era one young communard later mused, ‘I would not have exchanged those
months with Brother [Leadbeater], unhappy though they were, for any other training
in the world – and yet I think my idea of hell would be to find myself there again’.53

1930s-1940s 

After Bishop Leadbeater moved to Theosophical Society headquarters in Adyar,
India, in late 1929, the commune’s membership slowly declined, although famous
people such as Anna Pavlova still came to stay.54 Sounding more relaxed than when
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Leadbeater had been there, one visitor described how residents went about their
‘business with a tranquil and happy manner and … all the workers and students who
reside here [are] delightful people, full of life and energy’. He described daily life
as beginning with ‘service at seven in the chapel. Then there is meditation and
breakfast … [after which] each goes his separate way, many of the residents to their
jobs in the city. In the evening at seven there is benediction, and then perhaps a
meeting.’55

In 1931, The Manor Family’s 40 residents continued their active cultural life
with, for example, a Greek Garden Fete whereat a ‘radical’ modern dance called
Trojan Women was performed with Phyllis Brodziak starring as Helen of Troy. They
had their own independent theatre company with regular performances of
Shakespearean works, often in their garden.56 Nicknamed the ‘House of Good
Work’, The Manor Family was presented as a utopian ‘beacon light’ to guide a world
‘filled with … pain and darkened by … confusion’. The commune was said to be ‘a
divine station from which will emanate the moral and spiritual forces that cleanse
and heal our world’.57

In 1932, an American guest wrote that although membership had fallen to 30,
‘living here on the cooperative housekeeping plan’, the commune remained ‘a
Mecca for Theosophists from all over the earth’.58

Cecily Adams, a member, described communal life. Whenever they were
overcrowded, young members ‘had to leave their rooms for the visitors, and sleep
on the verandas’. Several girls did housework while boys did the gardening,
producing plenty of vegetables, as payment for their board. Two women were
‘responsible for the carpets in the halls and sitting rooms and keeping the overseas
guests in order’, while ‘a young man called Jack did all the heavy work in the
kitchen, cleaning and sweeping the bathrooms, tiles, hallways and verandas’. Cecily
Adams studied at East Sydney Technical College and did her ‘rostered work which
included taking on the Sunday cooking when Mrs Aldis, the lady who managed to
feed us all most handsomely, had her day off’. She remembered ‘the place always
looked lovely and well tended’.59

Their rich social and cultural life continued with birthday and coming-of-age
parties, and fetes featuring ballet, musical soirees and theatrical readings.60

Important guests, such as the consul-general of China visited,61 but the commune
lacked the dynamism and frisson from the time Bishop Leadbeater lived there. After
Leadbeater died on 1 March 1934, the tone settled down even more.62 One scholar
argues that with the death of Annie Besant in September 1933, and of Leadbeater six
months later, theosophy ‘suffered a serious blow and one from which it has never
really recovered’63 – and perhaps neither has The Manor Family?

The Manor Family came back into media attention during messy and vituperate
legal action by members seeking to force the removal of radio station 2GB’s mast



from their grounds in 1935-36.64 There was another small media sensation when a
human body was found in the harbour in front of house but, fortunately, it had no
connection to residents.65 Otherwise, the commune was largely ignored by the media
and neighbours along Iluka Road.

In 1938, Geoffrey Hodson, a member, described The Manor Family as a
‘specially selected Centre of the power of the Masters of the Wisdom’.66 He
described their ‘most delightful home’ with their communal lifestyle providing ‘the
maximum of happiness’. He felt a ‘sense of freedom from any hampering
restrictions whatever which is quite remarkable when we consider the difficulties of
running a community home’. He described ‘a few simple rules of the spiritual life
such as refraining from meat, alcohol and tobacco’. Radically different from how
communal life was described during Leadbeater’s tenure, Hodson reported that no
‘demands are made upon us whatsoever to do more than just live here and enjoy the
unusual amenities of the place’.67

In 1940, the well-known painter, Ethel Carrick Fox, who had lived there during
the mid-1920s, returned and stayed for several years, and her painting flourished.68

In 1942, another resident described the commune’s ‘stately dignity and repose’ and
the ‘atmosphere of peace and strength’. He found living there to be ‘natural and free
and without sense of strain or coercion’.69 This theme arose again in 1949 when two
young New Zealand residents wrote home, ‘It is not that The Manor is huge – which
it is – nor that the folk here are charming – which they are … It is that The Manor
is athrob [sic] with powerful forces, is vibrant with inner life.’70

During this time, and quite in contrast to what residents reported, Kylie Tennant,
a well-known Australian writer, set parts of her novel, Ride on Stranger, at The
Manor. Using a suite of ‘anti-cult’ clichés and tropes, she depicted communal life as
but a shadow of its previous glory, and lampooned the Bishop (based on Leadbeater)
with his followers ‘quivering from dangerous excitement’ being ‘half mystic’ and
experiencing ‘half erotic exultations’ while dressed in bright plumage.71

1950-2000 

In 1951, The Manor Trust became The Manor Foundation Ltd, and its
management and financial structure was updated.72 They still shied away from
publicity about their occult beliefs and practices, with James Davidge, their
secretary, warning that information ought not be made available to the public
because of the presence of divas.73 But the media largely ignored The Manor Family
as they have generally done ever since.

Ruth Beringer, from Halle, Germany, joined the commune in December 1953,
then with 30 other residents, and recalls being put to work as cook and housekeeper.
She fondly remembers their wonderfully diverse residents, ‘fantastic’ visitors
coming from all over the world, and their director, Wim van der Broek. Ruth loved
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the rich social life, with so many young, single people ! but as relationships
developed people moved out. She remembers there being theosophical teachings
and meditation most days, although this was optional. For Ruth, the hardest part of
communal living was having little money or private space. She learned she ‘needed
to be committed for the good of the whole – not just for myself’. But overall she
recalls life being like a ‘free family’. She continued to live there until 1986, during
which time she served as general secretary of the Theosophical Society in Australia
between 1965 and 1973.74

Christmas dinner 1952: The Manor Family members dining on their harbour-side verandah,
25 December 1952. (Source: The Manor Photo Collection, courtesy of Dianne Kynaston.)

In 1960, Joan Brandt, a nurse and member of the Theosophical Society, came
from England on holidays, planning to stay three weeks but ‘fell in love with the
place’ and the 36 residents75 and remained. She remembers ‘the wonderful feeling of
being with other people who understood you, felt like you did and thought like you
did because the outside world doesn’t do that’. She found it ‘marvellous with a
wonderful atmosphere’, and recalls ‘the place was well looked after, everyone did
their work ! beautifully and happily.’ Joan worked in the kitchen, along with another
member and a hired cook, providing three meals a day, for which she received room
and board and a ‘subsistence’ allowance. Two ‘elderly gentlemen’ looked after the
gardens and flowers, and younger members called then ‘the gnomes’.76 Joan recalls
‘a beautiful community, everybody helped each other’. She concedes ‘there were
differences of opinion, personalities, but on the whole it was very good’. 



Dr van der Broek, a Dutch medical doctor who had been interned by the
Japanese in Dutch East Indies during the war, was their leader. Several children
lived there and loved it, running around the house and big garden. They had an
active social life, regular Saturday films, taking part in Gilbert and Sullivan
concerts, and had a waiting list of people eager to move in. ‘It was not an esoteric
centre at that time,’ says Joan. She met Frans and married at The Manor in 1968, and
they lived there until 1980 when they moved out for work reasons. They returned in
1993, Frans died there in 1997, but Joan remains a member today, 53 years after
joining.77

As far as can be determined from newspaper reports and the memory of
residents, their neighbours on Iluka Road were quite comfortable with the theosophy
communards. 

Also in 1960, Geoff Miller, a medical doctor, and his wife Shirley, joined and
they introduced folk-dancing, badminton and singing as social activities. Shirley
worked with Joan Brandt in the kitchen and recalls that meals had to be eaten in
silence. They attended Dr van der Broek’s regular lectures as well as the group
meditation sessions. Geoff remembers ‘vibrant masses of young people’ in the
commune. Neither recalls lacking privacy. They left in 1971 to establish the Raphael
Healing and Research Centre, a theosophical retreat at Springbrook, Queensland.
Now in their late 80s, their faces light up when recalling their lives in this
‘fascinating place’.78

Forty years after the commune’s establishment, Leadbeater continued to attract
both adulation and vituperation from within and without theosophical circles.
Edward Gardner, in 1963, wrote a damning account, presenting Leadbeater as a
deluded and dishonest man, with others condemning him as a paedophile. On the
other hand, many still admired him as a great thinker, writer and charismatic leader
who might, at worst, have encouraged young men to masturbate ‘as a way of
preventing worse offences’.79

In 1971, Dawn Kagan and her 7-year-old daughter, Catherine, joined The Manor
Family’s 20 adults and children. Dawn remembers meditation sessions most
evenings, big Christmas parties, and observing ‘Wesak’ and ‘Asala’ festivals.80 Her
self-confidence grew. ‘I was a little something when I came but I learned to run
retreats, fix the boiler, feed groups.’ Catherine remained there until she was 18,
loved it, and never felt discriminated against by other children at school. Dawn, aged
87 and with tears in her eyes, recalls how she ‘found a family here’ and although she
no longer lives within ‘The Manor Family’, as she to calls it, she misses the
communal atmosphere.81

In 1976, two local historians described The Manor as ‘Mosman’s oddest house’,
which was now ‘used by the Theosophical Society as a community living centre’
and ‘a permanent reminder of a world-wide religious and philosophical organisation
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that once built a Roman-style [it was Greek, not Roman] temple at Edwards Beach
(Balmoral) for followers to wait for the coming of the new Messiah’.82

This refers to the Star Amphitheatre, costing £16,000, which was built in 1923-
24 above Edwards Beach, Balmoral, by members of the Order of the Star in the East
(most of whom were also Theosophical Society members), and led by Dr Mary
Rocke, a member of The Manor Family. The amphitheatre had been built as a social
and cultural venue, so that their ‘world teacher’, Jiddu Krishnamurti, could address
the world. He only spoke there once, and soon after rejected the role ascribed to him
by theosophists such as Leadbeater. The Star Amphitheatre was sold in 1931 to an
entrepreneur who used it for entertainment. It was demolished in 1951 and replaced
by a block of home units.83

When Dianne Kynaston joined in 1983 membership had fallen to 18, with six
women and three men aged between 50 and 80, and the rest from early 20s to 50.
Their German cook, Maria, prepared a main meal at lunchtime, usually a vegetarian
casserole, and food was saved for those away working during the day. On weekends,
residents were rostered to cook for the entire household. Each morning, people
shared tea on the veranda, and most evenings met for quiet meditation. Dianne
remains a resident 30 years later and still ‘enjoys community life’ but misses those
times.84

In 1986, having lived in the commune for 33 years, Ruth Beringer moved out
‘wanting to go before I was too old to start a new life’. She ‘wanted to experience
life on my own, to be myself, free to do whatever I could do’. Today, she is still a
theosophist, meditates regularly and maintains close connections to The Manor
Family, but feels too old and infirm to return.85

In 1997, after membership had declined to 12, one member described how they
were ‘governed by certain principles, rules and arrangements, appropriate for a
spiritual centre, including a vegetarian diet, abstention from alcohol and tobacco,
and a willingness to harmonise with others’. He valued ‘the privilege of living in a
haven of peace in brotherly association with others.’86

2000 to the present 

In 2001, when the International Congress of Theosophy was held in Sydney, The
Manor Family had so many guests that their 10 members stopped self-catering and
hired a nearby vegetarian cafe to do this. That has been their system ever since
whenever they have a large seminar or workshop group staying there.87

The commune founder’s reputation continues to be promulgated. For example,
James Cockington, author of Secret Sydney, described in 2001 how The Manor’s
‘infamous Bishop Leadbeater used to frolic naked with his young male disciples in
the nature reserve (now part of Sydney Harbour National Park)’.88 So what do we
make of Bishop Leadbeater today? Those theosophists I interviewed think of him as



a ‘colourful character’ who ‘pushed people to be better human beings’, who
translated Blavatsky’s writings into ‘more accessible language’, and exercised
‘clairvoyant powers’. They deny that Leadbeater was guilty of ‘interfering with
boys’ but suggest ‘he had only taught them masturbation – and they were young men
anyhow, not boys’.89
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Controversial sexual teachings: Bishop Leadbeater in his elaborately decorated private room
at The Manor, late 1920s. (Source: The Theosophical Society Archives and CWL World

(http://www.cwlworld.info/html/gallery.html), courtesy of Pedro Oliveira.)
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Leadbeater’s Australian biographer, Dr Gregory Tillett, concluded that
Leadbeater was not a paedophile nor did he promote masturbation simply as a way
of releasing tension. Instead, Tillett argues, Leadbeater ‘taught a sexual technique’
to a ‘highly select group of his closest pupils’. He believed ‘the energy aroused in
masturbation can be used as a form of occult power’ and that ‘such sexual exercises
could lead to the development of psychic powers and experiences of “Nirvana”.’90 If
this is the case, then Leadbeater had based his sexual teachings on ‘an occult and
magical tradition that employed sexual activity in ritual context’ and he probably
derived these from notions of Tantra within both Hinduism and Buddhism.91

Tillett reminds us, however, that today ‘sexual magic is regarded with little short
of uncontrolled horror in theosophical circles’.92 And, I must add, contemporary
theosophists whom I interviewed reject Tillett’s thesis.

When I first visited The Manor Family in 2004, I found eight residents, with Bill
and Pat Phillipps in charge. Over the subsequent decade, their building faced some
serious and expensive maintenance issues such as rising damp and concrete cancer,
but they managed to pay for repairs using a bequest from a previous resident.93

In 2014, The Manor Family consists of three men and three women, aged from
the early 40s to 89, with Dianne Kynaston in charge. As they have always done, each
member pays a weekly amount to cover utilities and basic food such as milk, butter,
rice etc, with each person buying and preparing other foods. Usually each prepares
his/her own meals except on Sunday evenings when most will share a meal. They
employ a cleaner for the hallways and common rooms, but each member looks after
his/her own space, and helps with general maintenance. They have several TVs and
computers. Members work together to prepare for meetings and visitors, and ‘help
each other with various chores’. While only six people live there, they often host
numerous guests for workshops, retreats and seminars. Members report a warm
ambience and strong ‘communal spirit’, and my observations concur.94

The Manor Foundation Trust Ltd has a board of directors who meet every
second month, with daily management delegated to Dianne Kynaston, who
regularly consults with residents. They do not pay land tax because they are legally
‘an education body’. Dianne admits that they need more residents to afford to
maintain the place. Their harbour-front gardens, which were once so lovely, are now
overgrown perhaps because of lack of resources for maintenance, or because of
changing aesthetics.

Talking with current members is revealing. Although Dianne would like to have
20 to 30 residents who could ‘fit in comfortably’, they would have to be deeply
involved in the Esoteric School. Dianne believes they have never been a ‘closed
community, or retreat, but always trying to make better people for the world ! a very
outgoing community’.95 She lives there because she enjoys ‘the interactions with
everyone in the household, and at the same time can have the privacy of my own
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room’. She believes it offers ‘a unique spiritual environment’ emphasising ‘one’s
personal discipline and developing awareness of interacting with others’. She lives
in a space ‘between the so-called outer world … and the inner world ! it is neither
a monastery/convent nor a new-age ashram, but a spiritual centre that exists “in the
world”.’ 

To Dianne, ‘the Manor Family provides a wonderful setting for trying to make
the world a better place96 … We inmates97 have become a communal family and, like
any family, we have to be considerate of one another, to keep an eye on each other
when ill, to provide help when needed, to share in common household chores, to
take on duties when we have visitors and thus need to provide food, beds made etc,
and we occasionally go out together to movies, or a day outing. These are all normal
attitudes and responsibilities in any family.’98

Ruth Beringer, aged 88, remembers her 33 years residency as the best times of
her life, with a large family, big Christmas and other celebrations as well as spiritual
practice.99

Joan, aged 89, feels ‘very privileged to live here’ but believes that not everyone
who wants to live in the commune are up to the challenge because the ‘atmosphere
is very strong here. You have to learn how to mould into it.’100

The future 

Theosophy was at the forefront of ‘new-age thinking’ in the 1920s and ’30s but
has it now perhaps become too conservative for the 21st century? Dianne believes
that with their financial reserves The Manor Family is still sustainable because, ‘If
you have the right attitude, if you are doing it for the right reason, the money seems
to come. The Manor is being looked after … we just have to be careful not to
overspend.’101 Ruth is fatalistic, acknowledging that theosophy is waning, and The
Manor Family is shrinking, but perhaps this does not matter because, ‘Theosophy
has done its work.’102

Conclusion 

While theosophy and its cousin, anthroposophy, have had a significant impact
on the global intentional communities movement, particularly through the iconic
Findhorn Foundation in Scotland, within Australia The Manor Family has had
almost no direct impact. Few members of the many contemporary Australian
intentional communities know of their historical antecedents. Meanwhile and
regardless, The Manor Family commune continues toward its centenary.

Griffith University
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